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To investigate fire-resistance behaviors of simple supported reinforced concrete (RC) beams with three faces exposed to fire, six
full-scale specimens were designed in accordance with the principle of “strong bending and weak shearing.” One beamwas treated
as the control case of room temperature while the other five beams were exposed to high temperature. Parameters related to shear
capacity were discussed, such as longitudinal reinforcement ratio and stirrup ratio./e experimental results show that brittle shear
failure under room temperature may transfer to shear-bend failure at high temperature due to thermal expansion and strength
degradation of concrete and steel. /e greater the longitudinal reinforcement ratio, the longer the failure time of specimens. It
indicates that the pinning action of longitudinal reinforcement can significantly improve the shear capacity of beams under high
temperature. In addition, the configuration of stirrup reinforcement can effectively reduce the brittle change of vertical deflection
when the beam enters the failure stage.

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) beams present thermal de-
formations under fire. /e mechanical properties of steel
and concrete degrade at high temperature due to changes of
internal physical parameters, thus the fire-damaged RC
members may not be able to perform expectedly. /erefore,
it is of great significance to strengthen the investigation on
the fire resistance of RC members or the entire RC structure.
Previous research focused on studying the flexural capacity
of RC beams under fire, with little attention on shear
capacity.

/e shear performance of RC members under fire is
usually studied based on experiments and finite element
(FE) analyses. Lu et al. [1] investigated the response of
RC beams through fire resistance experiments on twelve
simple supported RC beams. /e main parameters were
service loads, elevated temperature curves, and concrete
cover. Fu et al. [2] tested two full-scale prestressed steel
reinforced concrete (PSRC) simply supported beams under
thermodynamics coupling, investigating the distribution of
temperature field, vertical deformation characteristics, and

bearing performance deterioration process. Khan et al. [3]
conducted shear tests on one hundred eleven RC beams to
assess the influence of cyclic thermal loading on the shear
strength of reinforced concrete (RC) beam specimens. In-
vestigated factors included reinforcements, thermal cycles,
and peak temperature. Faris et al. [4] carried out fire re-
sistance tests on ninety-nine high and normal strength
concrete elements subjected to elevated temperatures, with a
focus on explosive spalling. Ahmed and Kodur [5] tested
four RC beams strengthened with carbon fiber-reinforced
polymer (CFRP). Dwaikat and Kodur [6] presented results
from fire resistance experiments on six RC beams to illus-
trate the comparative performance of high-strength concrete
(HSC) and normal-strength concrete (NSC) beams exposed
to fire. Ryu et al. [7] designed an experiment on twelve RC
beams with different loads and different cross sections ex-
posed to high temperatures following the ISO 834 standard
time temperature./e fire-damaged beams were then loaded
with four-point loading to obtain its residual strength.
Wu et al. [8] investigated the effect of cracks on tempera-
ture distributions of ten concrete members subjected to
postearthquake fire. Christopher and Elin [9] presented
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a procedure of conducting reliability analysis of prestressed
concrete beams subjected to fire load. Kang et al. [10] in-
vestigated the effect of thickness and moisture on temper-
ature distributions of reinforced concrete walls under fire
conditions. Gabriela et al. [11] conducted a series of fire
resistance tests on axially and/or rotationally restrained RC
beams under flexural bending to study the failure modes and
fire resistance of the RC beams and compared the behavior
in restrained and unrestrained conditions. Fu et al. [12]
designed eight full-scale reinforced concrete beams to in-
vestigate shear capacity of RC beams under thermodynamic
coupling. Many researchers used finite element software to
study the fire resistance performance of members under high
temperature [13–21]. As shown, there is little research on the
fire resistance of RC members exposed to fire.

/erefore, six RC beams are designed in this study
according to the “strong bending and weak shearing”
principle to test their resistance performance against fire and
load. One of them is used as the reference to carry out four-
point-bending tests at ambient temperature in determining
the ultimate load bearing capacity. /e other five beams are
used to carry out the fire resistance tests with three faces
exposed to high temperature following the standard ISO 834
fire curve [22]. /at is, they are first subjected to impact
loadings and then exposed to fire with a constant load. /e
effectiveness of longitudinal reinforcement ratio and stirrup
ratio on fire resistance of RC beams are evaluated in
particular.

2. Experimental Program

To assess the fire resistance of simple supported RC beams
with varying reinforcement configurations, five RC beams
were tested under fire. For comparison purposes, an addi-
tional RC beam was also tested at ambient temperature. /e
test variables included longitudinal reinforcement ratio (ρ)
and stirrup ratio (ρsv).

2.1. Specimens Details. Six full-scale RC beam specimens of
250mm (width)× 400mm (depth)× 4000mm (length) were
fabricated in the Structural Engineering Laboratory of
Shandong Jianzhu University, as shown in Figure 1 and
Table 1./e specimens B1, B2, B5, and B6 were longitudinally
reinforcement with 4C 25 at the bottom sides, corresponding
to a ρ of 1.96%, while the bottom longitudinal reinforcements
of specimen B3 were 2C 25 and 2C 20, corresponding to a ρ
of 1.61%. /e longitudinal reinforcement ratio of B4 was
1.47%./e shear span ratio λ of all the beams was 2.1, and the
load ratio in the fire resistance test was 0.4 Pu, where Pu was
the ultimate load bearing capacity at ambient temperature.
/e cover thickness of the longitudinal bars was 25mm.

2.2. Material Properties. All beams were fabricated with
commercial concrete, using ordinary Portland cement from
Jinfeng City. /e mix proportions and materials used in the
concrete mix design are shown in Table 2. /ree concrete
cubes (150mm× 150mm× 150mm) were cast and tested to
obtain the material properties, and the tested average

compressive strength was 31.6MPa. /e steel bar samples
were taken from each type of rebars for tensile tests to obtain
the yield fy and the ultimate fu strengths. /e tested material
properties are given in Table 3.

2.3. Test Setup and Instrumentation. /e horizontal furnace
chamber for the fire tests has a floor area of 9000mm
(length)× 4500mm (width) and a height of 1500mm in the
Fire Laboratory of Shandong Jianzhu University, as shown
in Figure 2(a). According to the experimental design, the fire
tests were conducted in the furnace chamber, as shown in
Figure 2(b). To measure the vertical displacement under fire
by a data logger, four linear variable differential transducers
(LVDT) were set up at the midspan, support, and two load
points to measure the vertical deformations, as shown in
Figure 2(c). /e load was kept constant during the fire test
and the general arrangement of the test setup is shown in
Figure 2(d). /e test temperature was controlled under the
ISO 834 standard fire curve with three faces. Four ther-
mocouples were used for measuring the temperature in the
furnace, and the average for the four measured temperatures
was used as the representative temperature of the furnace.
/e temperatures in the cross section were measured by
thermocouples, as shown in Figure 3.

2.4. Failure Criterion. Two failure criteria were checked
during the fire resistance tests, a deformation and a re-
sistance criterion. According to Chinese Standard (GB/
T9978.1-2008) [23], the deformation criterion was de-
fined. When either of the indices exceeds the deformation
(equation (1)) and deformation rate (equation (2)), it was
considered to have failed:

deformation: D �
L2

400d
mm, (1)

deformation rate:
dD

dt
�

L2

9000d
mm/min, (2)

where L is the net span of the specimen (mm) and d is the
height between the compression point and the tensile point
on the cross section of the specimen (mm).

/e failure criterion in terms of resistance is assumed
when the beam experiences brittle failure and momentary
loses its bearing capacity.

/e minimum failure times based on these limit states is
considered to be the fire resistance of the beam.

3. Results andDiscussion of the Static Load Test

To determine their ultimate load bearing capacity, the ex-
perimental program comprised firstly four-point-bending
tests on reference beams at ambient temperature. /ese tests
were carried out for having reference values to compare with
the ones calculated according to Chinese Standard [24]
requirement and define the loads to be applied in the tests at
high temperature. Considering all the specimens experi-
enced a similar damage process, the test phenomenon will
not be described in detail one by one. Only the failure mode
of specimen B1 is illustrated in Figure 4.
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4. Results and Discussion of the Fire Tests

/e data generated from the above fire tests can be used to
study the overall performance of RC beams under fire
conditions. /e thermal and structural responses of beams
are compared to evaluate the effects of longitudinal re-
inforcement ratio and stirrup ratio. After the fire resistance

tests, the specimens were cooled naturally by air cooling via
convection.

4.1.,ermal Response. Strict temperature control according
to ISO834 could not be conducted due to the limitation of
furnace equipment. For instance, the difference in the
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Figure 1: Dimensions and reinforcement details (dimensions in mm): (a) B1, B2, (b) B3, (c) B4, (d) B5, and (e) B6.
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performance of gas burners and the exhaust system caused
fluctuation in the furnace temperature. /erefore, stable fire
of gas was maintained during the whole fire test, and the data
of furnace temperature were obtained by the thermocouples,
as shown in Figure 5. It was evident that the furnace
temperature was lower than the ISO 834 standard tem-
perature curve. During the fire resistance tests, Figure 6
shows the measured temperature through partial thermo-
couples of the five specimens with the fire exposure time./e
temperatures collected by thermocouples decreased with the
increase of embedded depth at the same cross section.

4.2. Measured Vertical Deflection. Table 4 illustrates the
failure time under fire of each specimen. Figure 7 shows the
vertical deflection of the maximum deflection measuring
point as a function of fire exposure time for beams with
different parameters. /e deflections started to increase
slowly up to a certain point and then increase sharply.
/rough analysis of these curves, the following conclusions
can be obtained:

(1) As shown in Figure 7(a) and Table 4, the vertical
deflection of three specimens B2, B3, and B4

increased gently before about 140min, and then
specimen B4 increased fast and reached the fire
resistance at 171min. /e vertical deformation rate
of specimen B3 was between B4 and B2, reaching the
failure time at 180min. Specimen B2 with the largest
longitudinal reinforcement ratio had the smallest
vertical deflection and reaches the fire resistance at
192min. /erefore, the greater the longitudinal re-
inforcement ratio, the longer the failure time of the
specimen, which indicates that the pinning action of
the longitudinal reinforcement can significantly
improve the shear capacity of the specimen at high
temperature.

(2) Due to the stirrup ratio, the vertical deflections of
specimens B2 and B5 were slower than that of
specimen B6 when they reached the fire resistance.
/e stirrup ratio has no obvious regular influence on
the fire resistance of simple supported RC beam
under fire, but the configuration of the stirrup can
effectively reduce the brittle change of the vertical
displacement when the beam enters the failure stage.
However, the beam B6 achieved a slow rise in
midspan deflection, as shown in Figure 7(b). /is is
due to the loading process using 10 t manual jacks,
and the applied loading were monitored during the
whole fire tests, but the manual jacks were unstable.
It could be noted that beam B6, without internal
stirrups, achieved a remarkably higher fire resistance.
/is is because B6 carried out the fire resistance test
with the other beams without internal stirrups, and
the furnace temperature is not the same. In addition,
the beam B6 produces longitudinal spalling, causing
the increasing of the midspan deflection at a certain
degree. However, one of the failure criteria is the
deformation during the fire resistance tests, which
extends the failure time of beam B6.

4.3. FailureModes. Figure 8 summarizes the failure modes
of all the specimens at fire resistance tests. Many vertical
cracks appeared in middle pure flexure section of spec-
imen B2, while there were many diagonal cracks in the
shear-bending section, and the maximum width of the
diagonal cracks basically reached 1mm, as shown in
Figure 8(a). /ere were long penetrating diagonal cracks
through the applied load point. /erefore, specimen B2
had the characteristic of shear-bend failure at high
temperature.

As can be seen in Figure 8(b), flexural and shear cracks
appeared in the shear-bend section of specimen B3, in which
the maximum width of the diagonal crack was up to 2mm,
and more cracks were derived, while the vertical cracks were
not obvious in the pure flexure section. Finally, the failure
mode of specimen B3 exhibited shear-bend failure at high
temperature.

More vertical cracks with the width of mostly less than
1mm appeared in the pure flexure section of specimen B4,
while many main diagonal cracks with the maximum width
of 2mm emerged in the shear-bending section. Observing

Table 1: Specimens parameters.

Specimen Cross section
(mm)

ρsv
(%)

Stirrup
legs

ρ
(%) λ Load

ratio
B1 250× 400 0.27 2 1.96 2.1 —
B2 250× 400 0.27 2 1.96 2.1 0.4Pu
B3 250× 400 0.27 2 1.61 2.1 0.4Pu
B4 250× 400 0.27 2 1.47 2.1 0.4Pu
B5 250× 400 0.20 2 1.96 2.1 0.4Pu
B6 250× 400 0.00 / 1.96 2.1 0.4Pu

Table 2: Mix proportions of the concrete.

Material Specification Unit weight
(kg/m3)

Mixture
ratio

Cement P.O 42.5 206 1.00
Fine aggregates Medium sands 752 2.46
Coarse
aggregates

Particle sizes
(5–25mm) 1042 3.41

Water Purified water 180 0.59
Admixtures JX-1 8.08 0.03
Fly ash Grade I 97.77 0.32
Cement: P.O. 42.5 (Chinese cement grading system) ordinary Portland
cement from Jinfeng city. Fly ash: Grade I (Chinese fly ash grading system)
fly ash of Jiangsu Huawang brand. Additives: JX-1 produced by Xingbang
Co., Jining city.

Table 3: Mechanical properties of reinforcement.

Sample Diameter,
d (mm)

Yield strength,
fy (MPa)

Ultimate strength,
fu (MPa)

C 8 8 380 600
C 16 16 445 580
C 20 20 413 548
C 25 25 451 593
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the failure mode and crack distribution, it can be seen
from Figure 8(c) that the failure mode had the characteristic
of the shear-bend failure when specimen B4 reached the fire
resistance.

Specimen B5 peeled off part of the concrete skin under the
coupling of fire and load, exposing the aggregate, and many
vertical cracks with a maximum width of 2mm appeared
in the pure bending section, as shown in Figure 8(d).
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Figure 3: Location of thermocouples (dimensions in mm). (a) Elevation; (b) B2, B3, B4, and B5; (c) B6.
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Figure 2: Test setup for the fire resistance tests (dimensions in mm). (a) /e furnace chamber. (b) Specimens arrangement in the fire
chamber. (c) LVDTS layout. (d) Load site of the test specimens.
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Figure 4: /e failure modes of B1. (a) Overall failure mode; (b) partial failure mode.
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Figure 6: Continued.
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/e diagonal crack with the width of mostly 1mm-2mm
emerged in the shear section. Observing the failure mode and
crack distribution, specimen B5 had no obvious signs of shear
failure under the thermal coupling effect, which had a ten-
dency to shear-bend failure.

/e concrete cover fell off nearly 3000mm at the bottom
of specimen B6, and the longitudinal steel were exposed, as
illustrated in Figure 8(e). A large length of cracking occurred
along the longitudinal direction of the beam, exposing the
upper edge of the steel bar. /e longitudinal splitting crack

should be caused by the thermal expansion and cracking
expansion of the concrete without the restraint of the stirrup.
Many vertical cracks appeared in the pure bend section, and
the maximum width of the vertical cracks reached 6mm,
while the diagonal cracks in the shear-bending section were
mostly 3mm. /erefore, specimen B6 exhibited a shear-
bend failure mode when it reached the fire resistance.

As can be seen in Table 4 and Figures 4 and 8, it is
important to note that almost all beams, with the exception
of B4, achieved 180 +minutes of failure time. /is is pretty
much comparable to an RC beam loaded primarily in
flexure. /e failure modes of beams at high temperature
show very different shapes, comparing with the reference
beams under room temperature. /e change of failure mode
shifting from shear failure at ambient temperature to shear-
bend failure at high temperature may be caused by a
combination effect of compression and shear, the concrete in
shear-compression crushed accompanied with spalling of
concrete cover, the strength degradation of concrete exposed
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Figure 6: Measured temperature-time curves of the RC beam: (a) B2, (b) B3, (c) B4, (d) B5, and (e) B6.

Table 4: Fire resistances.

Specimen ρsv (%) ρ (%) Failure time (min)
B2 0.27 1.96 192
B3 0.27 1.61 180
B4 0.27 1.47 171
B5 0.20 1.96 182
B6 0.00 1.96 198
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Figure 7: Measured deflection-time curve of the maximum displacement point: (a) B2, B3, and B4;(b) B2, B5, and B6.
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Figure 8: /e failure modes of RC beams (dimensions in mm): (a) B2, (b) B3, (c) B4, (d) B5, and (e) B6.
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to fire, thermal expansion cracking expansion, and so on.
/erefore, according to the design principle of “strong-
bending and weak shearing” at room temperature, the
failure mode of the specimen may be shear-bend failure
under the thermal coupling, and perhaps shear failure may
not be a brittle failure mode under fire conditions.

5. Conclusions

To investigate the fire resistance of RC beams, six RC beams
were tested with different longitudinal reinforcement ratio
and stirrup ratio. /e main outcomes can be summarized as
follows:

(1) According to the design principle of “strong bending
and weak shearing,” the simple supported RC beam
with stirrup reinforcement was the shear failure
under room temperature, while the failure mode
might be shear-bend failure at high temperature.

(2) /e greater the longitudinal reinforcement ratio, the
longer the failure time of the specimen. It indicated
that the pinning action of the longitudinal re-
inforcement could significantly improve the shear
capacity of beams at high temperature.

(3) When the applied load ratio was constant, the stirrup
ratio had no obvious regular effect on the fire re-
sistance of the RC beam under fire exposure, but the
configuration of the stirrup could effectively reduce
the brittle change of the vertical displacement when
the beam entered the failure stage.
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